Princeton Manufacturing Company builds three basic models of sod harvesters which cut and palletize sod in one operation. The most recently developed model is designed with maximum flotation to permit operation in extremely soft conditions.

New Sod Harvesters Meet Need

The Princeton Sod Harvester had its origin at Princeton Turf Farms of Hightstown, New Jersey, where Wiley Miner worked extensively to create a much-needed mechanized method of cutting and palletizing sod in one operation. From that beginning, in cooperation with Miner, the harvester was further developed and modified by the owners of Eastside Nursery, Inc., of Canal Winchester, Ohio. In August of 1972, the principals of these two sod-producing firms, with Syl Schloesser as manager, formed Princeton Manufacturing Co. The new Company operated initially at Canal Winchester, Ohio.

Harvesters have since been built and sold to volume-producing sod growers throughout the U.S. The company has offered remodeling services to purchasers of the originally-designed harvesters as well as new models designed to meet the individual needs of these customers. The harvesters have been so well accepted that expansion of the manufacturing facility has been necessary. The plant and offices are now located at 2625 Johnstown Road, in Columbus, O. Its location, adjacent to Port Columbus, provides excellent shipment facilities for servicing the needs of the customers.

The company builds three basic models. The model No. 4816 is designed to produce 16” wide sod, where vegetative regrowth is required, or where weight due to thickness of cut or sand conditions require small pieces for handling. The model No. 4020, designed as a new ‘standard’ in mineral soil sod production, cuts 20” wide slabs, 40” long. The 40” square pallets enable maximum yardage to be trucked per weight and width restrictions in most states.

The company’s latest development has been their model No. 4824 harvester which is designed with maximum flotation, to enable operation in extremely soft conditions, such as peat or muck soil. It cuts 24” by 48” slabs and permits palletizing of 100 yard pallets.

All current models include ‘counting’ devices to create uniform pallets as well as an automatic weighing system to assist in permitting maximum trucking efficiency. Flotation tires prevent damage to uncut sod on this harvester which is designed for the sole purpose of producing palletized sod.

The company intends to remain cognizant of the needs of the Sod Industry and is working not only on new and better ways of sod harvesting but on additional allied equipment for the industry, also.